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Changes upset presidential race
G iuliani quits presidential
race, endorses M cC ain
Liz Sidoti
ASSOCIATED PRESS

Read students’ responses
to today's question: How
im porta nt do you feei it is
to w ear a helm et?
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Former North Carolina Sen. John Edwards shakes hands in New Orleans
after announcing that he is withdrawing from the presidential race.

Orchesis, Cal Poly's student
dance troupe, gears up
for ‘ Momentum," opening
Friday night.
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Diane Filip, a Cal Poly
tennis player from
D enm ark, enjoys success
on the court.

Edwards bows out am idst
com pelling personal drama
Tom Raum
ASSOCIATED PRESS

WASHINGTON — John Ed
wards bowed out of his .second presi
dential bid saying he hoped the “two
Americas” he speaks of so often, one
for the haves and the other for the
have-nots, could finally be united
under a Democratic president.
It won’t be him.
“It is time for me to step aside so
that history can blaze its path,” the
former North Carolina senator said
as he ended his candidacy Wednesday
where it began 13 months earlier, in

SlMl VALLEY, Calif — Rudy
Giuliani, who sought to make the leap
from New York mayor to the White
House, bowed out of the Republican
presidential contest Wednesday and
endorsed front-runner and longtime
friend John McCain.
“John McCain is the most quali
fied candidate to be the next com
mander in chief of the United States,”
Giuliani said. “He’s an American
hero.”
Once the front-runner himself,
Giuliani decided to abandon the race

a hurricane-damaged New Orleans
neighborhood.
For Edwards, the quest has been
one of seeming contradictions and
compelling personal drama.
John Kerry’s running mate in
2004, Edwards earned millions as a
trial lawyer, lives in a 28,000-squarefoot house and is known for famously
expensive haircuts. He did consulting
work for a hedge fund that caters to
the super rich to learn about finan
cial markets and their relationship to
poverty — and to make money too.
see Edwards, page 2

after a dismal performance in Tues
day’s Florida primary, a contest on
which he had bet his political for
tune. Instead, McCain won and Giu
liani came in a distant third.
Giuliani recalled he had said in
an earlier debate that McC'ain would
be his choice for president if he were
not running himself.
“If I’d endorsed anyone else, you
would say I was flip-flopping,” he
said, mentioning an oft-repeated
criticism of McCain’s chief rival, Mitt
Romney.
McCain, standing at Giuliani’s
see Giuliani, page 2
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Republican presidential hopefiil Sen. John McCain (right), and former
New York City mayor Rudy Giuliani shake hands after Giuliani withdrew.
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Students model ‘Libraries o f the Future’

O N L IN E

Marlize van Rotnburgh
MllSTANO DAILY

G o online and vote |^n
today's poll: W ho do you
think will win the Super
Bowl?

mustangdaily.net

TODAY’S WEATHER

P a rtly C lo u d y
High 5 9 7 L o w 40*

IN D E X
A rts ................................. 7
S p o rts ........................1 6
O p in io n ................. ....1 2
C la s s ifie d s .......... .....1 5
S u d o k u ................. ....1 1
C ro s s w o rd ............,...1 1
C o m ic s ................. ....1 1
M o v ie s .......................... 7

Sunlight streams in through the glass atrium,
diffusing through rooms where people sit and chat
animatedly to each other, sipping coffee and typing
away at their laptops. In another room, separated by
frosted glass, a young man sits in silence, absorbed
by the words he’s reading on his digital screen. Just
on the other side of the glass walls, passengers bus
tle thmugh the airport terminal, running to catch
flights to distant parts of an increasingly digital
world.
This is a library of the not-so-distant future, at
least in the mind of architecture junior Adam Terwall.
Nineteen students from Cal Polys architecture
department unveiled their three-dimensional models
of “A New Library for the Information Age” at the
San Luis Obispo public library on Tuesday.
Stemming from the idea that books and other
print media are heading for a massive transforma
tion from paper to digital, juniors in Eric Nulman’s
fall 2(M)7 architecture design class were challenged to
come up with a thesis and model of a library to ac
commodate that future.
The Dallas-Fort Worth International Airport was
chosen as the site for the design precisely because
it presents a new scenario for a library of the 21st
century.
Nulman said that at first it was hard for students
to let go of their preconceived library ideas. “I want
ed them to develop their own analysis, not just recre
ate the SLO County Library,” he said. “They really
had to think about what a library is and how digital
media is going to he distributed. It was hard, but it
allowed them to start designing from scratch.”
Kennedy Library Dean Michael Miller provided

much of the background information on libraries for
Nulnian’s class last quarter.
“Clearly, all academic-based information is going
digital,” he explained. “All of the science and engi
neering disciplines, at least, are switching their text
books and lecture information over to digital. I’d say
they’re about ‘Xi percent there already. The humani
ties are still more reliant on paper hooks today, but I
expect that’s going to change very fast too.
“What it really comes down to is the physics of
light coming off of paper,” Miller continued. “Until
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Architecture junior Adam Terwall discusses
design with Cal Poly library dean Michael Miller.

we have a portable device with a large enough screen
of a high enough quality that people would rather
read off of, books are not going to be completely
obsolete. lJut that’s just waiting for the technology
to get here, and within the next few years it will, and
then it’s not going to be one book, it can he hun
dreds of books on that mobile device.”
Standing over his model of a building of flowing
cubes, architecture student O-C'hong Kwon said the
new digital age places less design constraints on ar
chitects. “Historically, libraries need a big space, like
analog technology,” Kwon said.“But now that every
thing is getting smaller with digital technology, they
require less space, which gives us more room to be
flexible and creative.”
Attendance at Tuesday’s event was high as archi
tecture enthusiasts and curious library goers drift
ed through the exhibit. Wide-eyed children with
checked-out hooks still underarm peered shyly at
the models sitting on the table, while gray-haired se
niors crowded around the young architects, eager to
ask questions.
“Our thesis was about bringing the community
together,” said architecture sophomore Laura Anne
Male. “Everything is about information nowadays
and it’s about sharing information.” Her model in
corporated an entrance at either end of the library,
where patrons enter down a set of stairs and gather
at “information stacks” in the center of the build
ing.
“I came to think of it kind of like a fast food
place,” explained architecture student Hochung Kim,
pointing out the compressed spaces in his model.
“You won’t have time to sit down in the library and
read, you’ll just grab your book and get out.”
Terwall’s approach — a large, open floor building
with a ma.ssive glass atrium inside — was designed
see Libraries, page 2
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Libraries
continued from page /

to accommodate both quiet readers
and bustling travelers in the airport.
"IVople won't be elieeking out a
book, so it definitely helps to for
get about what a library is now,”
he explained.
Nulman,a C'al Poly architecture
graduate who earned his master’s
at Harvard University, hopes to
continue exploring other aspects
of transforming traditional archi
tecture with other classes. This
quarter, his students are working
on similar projects to create future
courtrooms.
Library staff and supporters
hope that the Libraries of the Fu
ture event will spurn greater pub
lic discussion about what makes

an ideal library. Luesday’s event
was a follow-up to the “(íreat Ex
pectations” library summit held in
Atascadero m November, where
students presented the preliminary
designs for their future libraries.
A series of community meetings
where the public can offer input
about future library developments
is scheduled from now through
March.
Miller seemed impressed by
the creative models sitting on the
tables, and wandered from one to
the next, asking students ques
tions.
“ It’s been fun to see what their
ideas are ... as you can see they run
from the traditional approach to
the avant-garde,” Miller said. “ It’s
provided me with a lot of food
for thought and a lot of hope for
where libraries are going in the
new information age.”
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Three-dimensional models created by students were unveiled Tuesday.
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Giuliani
continued from page I

side, acknowledged his former rival as “my strong right
arm and my partner.”
“This man is a national hero and I’m honored by his
friendship,” he said.
The endorsement joined two Kepublicans who had
campaigned on similar themes that highlighted their
national security credentials — McC'ain’s status as a
Vietnam POW, war hero and a Senate voice on defense
matters, and Ciiuliani as a stalwart New York mayor dur
ing the Sept. 11 terrorist attacks.
(riuliani announced his exit from the race and back
ing of McC'ain at the Ronald Reagan Library, site of
Wednesday night’s debate involving the remaining
CiOP candidates.
Tuesday’s result was a remarkable collapse for (iiuliani. Last year, he occupied the top of national polls and
seemed destined to turn conventional wisdom on end
by running as a moderate Republican who supported
abortion rights, gay rights and gun control.
The results seriously decimated (iiuliani’s uncon
ventional strategy, which relied heavily on Florida to
launch him into the coast-to-coast Feb. 5 nominating
contests.
lint Florida proved to be less than hospitable. His
poll numbers dropped and key endorsements went to
McClain.
Surveys of voters leaving polling places Tuesday
showed that Ciiuliani was getting backing from some
Llispanics, abortion rights supporters and people wor
ried about terrorism, bur was not dominating in any
area.
McCain, addressing his own supporters moments
later in Miami, gave Ciiuliani a warm rhetorical enibrace, a possible pixilogue to accepting Ciiuliani’s ex
pected support.
“I want to thank my dear friend, my dear friend
Rudy Ciiuliani, who invested his heart and soul in this
primary and who conducted himself with all the quali
ties of the exceptional American leader he truly is,” McCiain said. “Thank vou, Rudv, for all vou h.ive added to
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this race and for being an inspiration to me and millions
of Americans.”
Ciiuliani hung his bid for the Republican presidential
nomination on his leadership. His stalwart performance
as New York mayor in the tense d,iys after the Sept. 11,
2001, terrorist attacks on New'York and Washington
earned him national magazine covers, international ac
colades and widespread praise.
Steadfast in a crisis, as a candidate Ciiuliani was a
bundle of contradictions, so much so that he liked to
joke that even he didn’t always agree with himself
A moderate-to-liberal New Yorker, Ciiuliani became
a Republican mayor of an overwhelmingly 1)einocratic
city. Campaigning for national office, he claimed to
have created the most conservative government in the
most liberal city in America.
After earning a reputation as a tough-t.ilkmg, even
abusive executive, Ciiuliani the presidential candidate
was mostly mild-mannered in debates, even as those
around him got meaner.
Ciiuliani, 63, first gained prominence as a crimebusting federal prosecutor in New York Ciity. Jailing
mob bosses. Will Street executives and corrupt politi
cians helped propel his next career as a politician, but it
wasn’t an immediate success. He lost the first time he
ran for mayor in 19S6 before winning in 1993.
As mayor, he fostered a take-charge image by rush
ing to fires and crime scenes to brief the press, but some
critics felt he w,is more concerned about taking credit
from others for what became a historic decline in the
cit\ ’s crime rate during his tenure.
A bout with prostate cancer and the very public
breakup of his marriage with second wife Donna Ha
nover — she first learned he was filing for divorce w'hen
he made the announcement at a televised news confer
ence — forced (hiiliani to withdraw from a race for the
U.S. Senate against 1)emocrat Hillary Rodham Cdinton
in 2(MK(. The messy divorce was revisited in .iwkward
detail once he re-entered politics.
With no working strategy in his presidential cam
paign, no primary victories and dwindling resources,
the iiKiyor’s third-place finish in Florida spelled the end
of his run, even if his crestfallen supporters couldn’t be
lieve it.

Edwards
continued from page /

Yet Edwards focused his candi
dacy on eiuhng poverty and eco
nomic inesjuahty.
“ It is the cause of my life,” he
said Wednesday, s,iying he had won
assurances from the remaining two
I )emocratK candidates — Sens.
Hillary Rodham Cdmton and ILirack Obama — that they shared his
dream of “one America that works
for everybody.”
Edwards’ story is also one of
family challenges.
Until now, he had pressed on
with his campaign despite the re
turn of his wife Elizabeth’s breast
cancer. In 199(), their first-born stm,
Wade, U), died w hen his Jeep rolled
over from high winds. “We’ve been
through the worst a couple can go
through.”John Edwards later said.
Elizabeth Edwards and the cou
ple’s three children — Ciate, Emma
edaire and Jack — joined him for
his New Orleans farewell speech.
His 10-year political career has
been marked by a significant politi
cal shift.
He ran .is a moderate South
erner for the Senate in 199H and in
his first bid for the White House in
2004. He voted m 2002 to autho
rize the invasion of Iraq and called
universal health care policies irre
sponsible.
This time, he ran as a liberal,
voicing strong opposition to the
war and becoming the first candi
date to outline a detailed universal
health care plan. He has also advo
cated strict reductions m emissions
that contribute to global warming.
Still boyish looking at .34, Ed
wards speaks with a C'arolma twang
and is popular with audiences. Hut

he was iwershadowed and outspent
by high-profile rivals (dinton and
C)bania.
He failed to w in any of the ear
ly Democratic contests. While he
captured secoiui place m the Jan.
Iowa caucuses, narrowly pushing
edmton into third place, it turned
out to be his high-water mark. His
biggest disappointment came on
Saturday, when he finished a distant
third 111 his native South (Carolina,
whose primary he won in 2004.
Edwards struggled to assert him
self as the third m.ijor candidate in
the race, especially during debates
marked by increasingly pointed
personal arguments between (dinton and Obama. Edwards said he
was trying to “represent the grow n
up w ing of the 1)enmcratic Hartv.”
He ended his campaign without
an endorsement of either Obama
or (dmton. both tif w hoiti praised
him. (dinton said lidwards had run
“a great campaign that was realK
important for millions of Ameri
cans.” And Obama said that, w hile
Edwards' campaign had ended, his
cause “lives on for all of us who
still believe that we can achieve that
dream of one America.”
Edwards, as he walked toward
a Habitat for Humaiiitv house he
planned to work on Wednesday,
told reporters he would meet with
(dinton and Obama before decid
ing whether to make an endorse
ment.
Jenny Hackus. a 1)emocratic
consultant who is not affiliated
with any candidate, said Edwards
was “a smart enough politician to
know tt) try to make Ins endorse
ment count 111 a way that furthers
his cause. And I think he’d still like
to have a voice in where the partygoes. He’s not retiring from the
party, just from the race.”
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The Science o f Global Warming

9-10
Chumash

^ 9 S o lu '> ®

Dr. Randy Knight - Professor, Physics Department
Dr. Pete Schwartz - Assistant Professor, Physics Department
Dr. tars Tomanek •Associate Professor, Biological Sciences Departement

10-11 Tech Solutions 1; Engineering

t h o u s a n d s of c o l l e g e s
m illion s of s tu d e n ts
one nation

Dr. Art MacCarley - Professor, Electrical Engineering Department
C hum ash
Or. Linda Vanasupa - Professor, Materials Engineering Department
________________ Dr. Yarrow Nelson - Professor, Environmental Engineering Department

1 0 -1 1
It: There i f a Solution to
* I Global Warming
%

PAC P a vitiio n ^ student design competition, all disctpllnes. $20,000 in prliKs.;

1 1 - 1 2 The Utility's Role in Climate Change
C hum ash

Eric Linkugel and Hal LaFlash Pacific Gas & Electric Company

1 1 -1

6

Turtle Seduction Concert

U U p i a x a ^ i ^ ^ lake Tahoe based band Blue Turtle Seduction will be playing during UU Hour
^ B B ^ w e r e d by a portable solar energy trailer from REC Solar. Their blodfesel tour
^ ^ ~ b u s will be displayed on Mott Gym Lawn.

1 1 -1 ijn ^ r e e n Club Fair

chum ash
auditorium

U U P Ia ia

^ 1 ^ tudents involved with various Cal Poly clubs will be discussing club activities, j

11-2

> G reen Job Fair and Trade Show

UU 220

| | fiJ| S L O Sustainability Group, REC Solar, Sierra Club, ECOSLO, Pacific Gas & Electric
BBBB[K^<’ <^PdFiy, DLR Group, Mazzetti and Associates, Soiarponks, RRM Design
Group, Glumac, San Luis Obispo County Air Pollution Contfol District

1 0 - 2 " ^ Alternative Fuel Vehicle Show
G yflB B i^ AA variety of vegetable
vegetabie oil, electric and biodiesel powered vehicles will be on
Mott Gyi
display.
Vehicle
owners, operators and designers will be on hand to discuss
Lawn
l^eir alternative fuel technology. Co-sponsored by the Central Coast Clean
(Cities Coalition.

On January 31st, 2008 Cal Poly will participate in the largest teach-in in
America's history, Focus the Nation: Global Warming Solutions for
America. This will be one of more than 1450 such events taking place at
college campuses all over the country Involving thousands of presenters
and millions of students.
This day-long teach-in will be featuring presentations and panel
discussions from a wide range of perspectives on climate change
solutions including physics, biology, architecture, engineering,
agriculture, business, economics, psychology and religious studies. The
event will conclude with a non-partisan examination of the 2008
Presidential candidates' plans for solutions to climate change as well as
students engaging with local, state, and federal representatives. Keynote
speakers to include Congresswoman Lois Capps and State Assemblyman
Sam Blakeslee.

UU
Epicenter

D «x t«r
Lawn

c h u lL .

’

Art Gallery Show
artwork reiating to climate change soktdons and sustainability.

Installation
rhe
C h a ^ r of the America Society of Landscape
Architecture's creadve interpretation of climate change.

'-hoose Your Future
^ ^*0Wto prioritize the most crltkal climate change solutions to you.
V c ^ wffl be delivered to congressional ctetrict offices on February

- ^ I ^ — I
‘C h iim A c h
vnum asn

Tech Solutions 2: Architecture .
Thomas L. Jones *Dean. College of Architecture and Environmental Design
Stannard - Associate Professor, Architecture Department
Margot McDonald - Professor, Architecture Department

Tech Solutions 3: Agriculture
C hum dSh

Hosted by the Empower Poly
Coalition, a coalition of Cal
Poly sustainability clubs and
organizations

empower
poly
coalition

C m POLY
DLR Group
rrm

group , .
cnMrtmgetwiroomirAspeopfe«njo
y*

Chumash

4-5

f* k i im A c h

v .n u rfla s n

SO LAR

7 - 9 :3 0

^SOLAHnOMCS
viur

Chumash

3-4

empowerpoly.calpoly.edu
focusthenationslo.pbwiki.com
focusthenation.org

m
a

2-3

Q sm n

Chumash

Ryan Rich - Four Elements Farm
Headrick - Professor, Horticulture and Crop Science
Dr. Stuart Styles - Director of the Cal Poly irrigation Training and Research CenterJ

Business Solutions
Or. Kate Lancaster- Associate Professor, Accounting Program
Dr. Norm Borin - Professor, Marketing Prograrn
Df. Eric Fisher - Professor, Economics Program
C h ris tt^ e r Perello - Global Strategy & Law Lecturer, Accounting Program

Climate Change and the Individual
Dt. Shawn Burn Professor, Department of Psychology & Child Development
Dr. Robert Inchausti - Professor, English Department
Dr. Stephen Lloyd-Moffett - Assistant Professor, Religious Studies Program

^

Cal Poly's Role in Climate Change Solutions
Eillof *Manager of Engineering and Utilities for Facility Services
william Durgin - University Provost & Vice President of Academic Affairs
Chad Worth •President, Empower Poly Coalition & Chair, Focus the Nation

Strengthening the Political Will for
Investment in Climate Change Solutions
Discussion of 2008 Presidential Candidates & Climate Change
Dr, Bud Evans - Lecturer, Political Science Department
Dr. Elizabeth Lowham - Assistant Professor, Political Science Department
Local Government Roundtable; Discussion of local climate change solutions
Keynote speakers: Assemblyman Sam Blakeslee, Congresswoman Lois Capps
(via webcast).
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Take a ride with Penguins on wheels
Angela Marie Watkins
Ml SI \\ ( , l)\ll ^

IVnguiiis iniglit not he the first thing tli.it
eonie to iniiKl when yon think of niotoreyeles.
but b.iek in I‘>47. the .iniinal w.is the pert'eet
in.iseot for tlie newly-formed C'.il holy motorex ele elub.
“Baek then, guys wore black leather jack
ets with white T-shirts underneath when they
were riding and when the jackets were opened
people thought they looked like penguins,” said
1)avid Berry, The Benguins Motorcycle Club
vice president.
Although the style may have changed,
members of the group still insist you just call
them “The I’enguins.”
With more tlian 40
diies-paying members.
The Benguins boast
the title of one of the
longest-lasting clubs on
<
campus. They welcome all
types of nio^
torcvcle rid-

ers and h.ive weekly organized street and dirt
rides. The nujority of the riders in the club
rule dirt bikes, but there is a smaller subset of
people who ride street bikes.
Members of the club also get together regu
larly for camping and biking trips and host their
own 125-mile ride through privately-owned
ranches in San Luis Obispo C'ounty.
The ride, known as I )ual Sport, attracts 300
to 400 riders in the state and even some from
Arizona.
“Its a hugely successful event and it’s pretty
well known in the state’s motorcycle commu
nity,” said jarred Orrock,club treasurer and for
mer Dual Sport co-coordinator. “We ride on
private ranches that are closed the other 304
days of the year.”
Along with organizing rides, the group has
recently begun to encourage members to enter
races.
“(¡etting involved in racing is definitely our
biggest goal right now and to open people’s
eyes about it because it’s not that dillicult,”
Berry said.
The emphasis on racing evolved because,
according to Berry and Orrock, when they first
joined the club it had a negative reputation.
“We had a reputation that we were just a
bunch of guys that like dirt bike riding but
didn't do anything else,” Berry said.
I he group was also associated w ith frequent
partying and this w.is one of the reasons Or
rock created a racing team within the club.
“Racing puts pressure on people to ride more
and 1 did the racing team to promote getting
people away from partying,” he said. “Now we
really got a clean image and a clean group of
guys.”
Yet the group isn’t all “guys.”There are cur
rently five registered female members, includ
ing this year’s Dual Sport coordinator, Alyson
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The Penguins Motorcycle Club is not what you might think — most members focus on
dirt bikes. I'hey don’t just ride, but plan camping trips and racing events as well.
Tulloch. Tulloch said the guys wish they had
more female members, but usually there's only
her and one other girl at the meetings.
She encourages other women to join The
Benguins and offered a few words of advice
to women who might feel too intimidated to
join.
“The guys are a bunch of bluffers; they act
all tough but they’re really nice guys and they’ve
all had crashes or gone without a bike and they
really want more people to join,” she said.
However, women aren’t the only minority
in the club; there are verv few street bike riders

Q ite r i ngU n I i m ited .Com

in the group, according to fulloch.
“Right now there definitely seems to be an
emphasis on dirt bikes because they’re trying to
make a team, but there is a street bike guy and
1 think we just need to advertise that aspect of
the group more,”Tulloch said.
The Benguins are always looking for more
members and welcome anyone with an interest
in motorcycles.You do not have to own a mo
torcycle because the club has extras. The Ben
guins meet every other Monday starting dur
ing the second week of each academic quarter
at 8 p.m. in Building 53, room 20.

S u p er B o ’w l e x c ite m e n t
m ay be h azard ou s
Mijjcolm Ritter
ASSIX'IATFD PRKSS

• Club Banquets
• Fraternity/ Sorority
Formats & Dances
• Department Awards
Dinners
• Greek Dinner
Service Program

D is c o v e r US at
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For die-hard fans of the New
York Chants and New England
Batriots, this Sunday’s Super Bowl
won’t be just a game. It m.iy be a
health hazard.
Heart attacks and other cardiac
emergencies doubled in Munich,
Germany, when that nation’s soccer
team played in World (Tip matches,
a new study reports.
“I know a little bit about the Su
per Bowl,” study author I )r. Gerhard
Steinbeck of Ludwig Maximilians
University in Munich said in a tele
phone interview. “It’s reasonable to
think that something quite similar
might happen.”
He and his colleagues pres
ent their results in Thursd.iy’s New
England Journal of Medicine. They
blamed emotional stress for the heart
problems, but they note that lack of
sleep, overeating, wolfing down junk
food, boozing and smoking might
have played a role too.
Brevious studies suggest that
events like earthquakes and war can

boost the risk of heart problems.
Findings for soccer have been in
consistent.
The new' work “confirms some
thing people have been highly skep
tical about ... that soccer (would)
produce that kind of emotional in
vestment that might trigger a heart
attack,” said psychologist Douglas
C'arroll of the University of Bir
mingham in England.
“Beople who are not interested
in sport find it very difficult to com
prehend this,” said Ciarroll, who in
2002 reported a link between World
(Tip soccer and heart attacks in
England.
The new paper included heart
attacks, cardiac arrests, episodes of
irregular heartbeat and activations of
automatic implanted defibrillators.
The researchers noted the number
of cases reported in the greater Mu
nich area during World Cup com
petition in Germany in the summer
of 2006. They compared that to the
totals for similar periods in 2003 and
2005, and for several weeks before
and after the tournament.

I am a serious student
and I like to have fun;
I am making a difference at Cal Poly
l am courageous and I want to
start something new
I am a leader.
I am a loyal friend.
I am real.
^J€i

I am a Chi Omega.

CHpOMEGA
Real Women. Real Sisterhood. Real Fun.
LEAR N MORE @ 7:00 p.m.
Monday, February
PAC Pavilion
or
Tuesday, February 5*'’
Building 52- E27
For more information contact Chi Omega at
chiomega@calpoly.edu or check us out on Facebook.
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Briefs
National i !International

Stare
LOS ANGLLLS (AP) - A
Í01 IIKT lr,K|l intcllliiCIKf otti(.'(.T tl■^tltvlng in tcdoral a u n t has
idciuitR'd doL iiiiKMirs hoann^ tlic
iiaiiK' of a Ids Aligóles man aooiisod lit working as an intonnant
tor Saddam Fliissom.
rho witness was onlv referred
to as “Mr. Sargon” to protect his
identity as he took the stand m a
l.os Angeles courtroom Wednes
day morning.
I’rosecutors say tlie h7-yearold Iraqi-horn American citizen
collected intelligence on expatri
ate Assyrian Cdiristian groups in
the United States.
Henjamin is charged with
conspiracy, t.iiling to register as
an agent ot ,i toreign government
and making false statements.
• • •

LEBEC (AP) — I le.ivily tr,iveled Interstate 3, the state's m.ijor
north-south route, was shut dim n
tor about 2U hours Wediiesd,iv
because of'ice and snow in lejon
Pass north of'l.os Angeles, otLicials
said.
The C^ihtornia Highw,iy Pa
trol closed the ('irapex ine segment
of 1-3 at about 7 a.in. after seven
or eight minor accidents, OfVicer
Cneg Williams said.
•

•

•

SAN FRANCISCO (AP)
— rile San f-rancisco Board of
Supervisors is asking all restau
rants to take artery-clogging trans
fats off their menus.
Under a voluntary program,,ill
restaurants that agree to ban the
partially hydrogenated oils will
receive a decal to dispkiy on their
windows announcing the eateries
are trans fat free.
7b take part, they must p,iy a
S230 fee and p,iss rules and regu
lations made by the Health I )epartment. They then will receive
the decal.
I'he Ciolden Cíate ILestauraiit
Association, representing about
S(KI of the city’s eating establish
ments, backs the voluntary mea
sure and says it would also back a
niandatorv ban.

IU

M AM
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BRATTLEBORO, Vt. (AP)
- -- A town petition ni.ikmg Presi
dent Bush and Vice President
I )ick C'heney subject to arrest for
crimes against the Cioiistitution
has triggered ,i barrage of criticism
from people who s.iy residents are
“wackjobs” and “nuts."
In e-mail messages, voicemail
messages and telephone calls, out
raged people are calling the mea
sure the equivalent of treason and
vow ing never to visit Vermont.
“ Has everyone up there been
out 111 the cold too long?" said
one.
•

•

•

LOS ANGELES (AP) — Hie
city that popularized the fast food
drive-thru has a new innovation:
24-hour medical marijuana vend
ing machines.
Patients suffering from chronic
pain, loss of appetite and other
ailnients that marijuana is said to
alleviate can get their pot with a
dose of convenience at the 1lerb.il
Nutrition Cienter, where a large
machine will dole out the drug
around the clock.
“Convenient .iccess, lower
prices, safety, anonymity," inventor
and owner Vincent Mehdizadeh
said, extolling the benefits of the
ni,ichiiie.
But federal drug agents say the
invention ni.ay need unplugging.

late

• • •

HO NOLULU (AP) — Sen.
Daniel Inouye, the H3-year-old
who ranks No. 3 in seniority in
the chamber, is getting married.
The Hawaii Democrat said
Tuesday that he is engaged to
Irene Hirano, the president and
chief executive officer of the Japa
nese American National Museum
in Los Angeles. They plan to mar
ry May 24 in Los Angeles, Inouye
said in a news release.
“Irene is an extraordinary
woman of grace, intelligence and
.Kcomplishment,” Inouye said.
“She is a rare gem in our society.
Without question, I am a very for
tunate and lucky man."

DELIVERY
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NAIROBI, Kenya (.AP) —
file top U.S. envoy to .Africa c.illed
the month of post-election siolcnce
111 Kenya “ethnic cleansing" and
s.iid Wednesday Washington was re
considering hundreds of millions of
dollars in aid to the country.
Jend.iyi Fnizer s.iid neither Presi
dent Mwai Kib.iki nor his chief ri
val, opposition leader Raila Odinga,
is doing enough to stop the blood
shed that has claimed more than
soil lives since the disputed 1)ec.27
presidential vote.
Much of the violence h.is pit
ted other tribes, including Odinga's
Luo, against Kib.iki's Kikuyu who
are the largest ethnic group. Ki
kuyus have long been resented for
their dominance of Kenya's econ
omy and politics, but poor Kikuyu
are among the slum dwellers who
h.ive been left out of the country’s
economic boom.
•••
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“How important do you
think wearing a heimet is?”
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"It’s very important. You
spend so much money
going to school to grow
your brain. You’ve got to
protect it.”
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Jillian Eacock,
graphic communication
senior
—

7

“ Do you want to die or
not?”

Robby Stine,
graphic communication
senior
—

•••

CAIRO, Egypt (AP) — Inter
net out.iges disrupted business and
personal usage aemss a wide swathe
of the Middle East on WediicNday
after an undersea cable in the Med
iterranean was itunaged, govern
ment officials and Internet service
providers said.
In Cairo, the Ministry of C?ommunications and Information Tech
nology said the cut in the interna
tional coniinunications cable had
led to a partial disruption of Inter
net services and other telecommu
nications across much of Egypt.

"I don’t think it’s that
important. People in this
town are pretty conscious
of bikers.”

Mike Mogul!,
mathematics Junior
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“Theoretically it’s impor
tant but I’m far too lazy/
stylish to actually wear
one.”

fnustangdaily.net
always something new.
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Katie Blank,
environmental
management senior
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JERUSALEM (AP) — The Is
raeli Supreme Ciourt on Wediiesd.iy
upheld the government’s decision
to slash fuel and electricits' supplies
to the (i.iza Strip.
Israeli human rights groups had
challenged the sanctions, which
Israel .S.1VS .ire aimed at halting ongoing rocket fire by (iaza niilitants.
Palestinian officials s.iy the cutbacks
have harmed Ci.iza’s already impov
erished residents by causing power
shortages and crippling crucial
utilities.
Israel supplies all of Ciaza’s fuel
and more than two-thirds of its
electricity.
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Cordon Fuglie, the new curator o f the San Luis Obispo Art Center, has
plans to bring the center to a museum-level standing that will feature
both internationally and locally-recognized artists.
4^

RYAN POI.EI MUSTANi;
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Raiza Canelón
MUSTANd DAILY

Ciordon Fuglie sits in his triangular office, stacks of papers
neatly piled on his desk. Apparently he has just started his job at
the San Luis Obispo Art Center, as his walls are bare, waiting to
be filled with decorations.
He has a calming demeanor and an easygoing personality, his
eyes wrinkle with wisdom and happiness.
As the Art Centers new curator for exhibitions and collec
tions, Fuglie is responsible for organizing exhibits and choosing
what goes on display — a job that allows him to work with art,
an interest he has had since the age of 7.
Fuglie was born and raised in Los Angeles, and has lived on
the Central Coast for three weeks, now residing in Atascadero
with his wife, Susan, and 1()-year-old son jaron.
He is a painter and sketch artist by nature, but Fuglie’s real
passion is for art history.
“When 1 was in my 20s, while attending UCLA, 1 visited art
museums and figured out I wanted to study art history,” Fuglie
said. “One professor of mine in art history encouraged me to
apply for an internship at the Getty Museum, and 1 got it.”
Fuglie then worked under the Academic Affairs for Guest Schol
ars program that invited international- and senior-level art histori
ans to speak at lectures and work on the museums collections.
“At the time, the museum was changing from Getty’s per
sonal team of art collectors and curators, buying pieces for him
with no experience in museum professionalism,” he said.“When
I got there they were really trying to reach out to the public. It
was an exciting time to get involved with the Cietty.”
After his internship at the Getty ended, Fuglie was hired at
UCLA’s Grunwald Center for the Arts.There, he was in charge
of paper art collections (those dealing with drawings, etchings,
lithographs and photographs). Fuglie stayed at UCLA for five
years before he became director of the Laband Art Gallery at
Loyola Marymount University and remained there for 17 years.
After a brief stint in Kansas, Fuglie and his family arrived on the
Central C'oast, glad to be back in (California.
“Nothing against Kansas, but the people here in (California
are so welcoming and nice. I really felt that after a week of living
here that my family and 1 (had) been accepted into the com
munity,” Fuglie said.

Thur/clciy IIIO U IT IfflE I
D o w n to w n C e n tre C in em a
Untraceabie 2:45, 5:15, 7:45, 10:15
27 D resses 2:15, 4:45, 7:15, 9:45
The Savages 3:40, 8:15
The Bucket List 1:30, 3:45, 7:00, 9:30
Atonem ent 1:50, 4:35, 7:30, 10:10
Youth W ithout Youth 4:10, 9:15
C assandra’s Dream 1:15, 6:00, 10:30
The Great Debaters 4:40, 10:00
Sw eeney Todd 1:30, 6:45
No C ountry For O ld Men 2:00, 7:25

Fuglie’s concentration will be toward gearing up the Art
(Center for some major changes. It will become a museum
where major artists — not just locally-known ones — will be
able to present their artwork in San Luis ("ibispo. International
works will be displayed, and more attention will be paid to get
ting the word out about exhibitions.
“There isn’t a major art museum between L.A.and Monterey,”
Fuglie said. “What I hope to do is create a place where serious
art collectors here on the Central Coast can contribute their
collections and will speak for California art. This is really a great
place to have a museum because of the talent here.”
Fuglie believes that the (Central (Coa.st is maturing and that San
Luis (Tbispo County is one of the most desirable places to live.
“(Because) of the growth, there is a need for sophistica
tion, and the center needs to adapt to the highest professional
standard,” he said.
Fuglie e.xplained that the Art (Center would always have local
exhibitions, because he wants to protect the local art community
and help local artists who want to get their name out there.
“Arnie Nybek founded the Art Center and Karen Kile is
the executive director, so there is a direct linkage as to why I
came here, and that is to add a little more professionalism to
their museum while still maintaining the community feel for
the center,” Fuglie said.
He wants to see the Art Center e.xpand its horizons to a mu
seum-quality level. The artwork will be displayed at the highest
level within Fuglie’s means, as he feels the immediacy to step up
to the plate and take over where Fuglie’s predeces
sor left off.
“There is a need to protect the artwork as well
as the artists,” Fuglie said.
As he walked down the stairs fixim his office,
Fuglie started talking about little changes that could
help improve the building. For example, he men
tioned a wall just outside his office with paintings
on it that really could be better protected.
“Since the sun hits them every day, the paintings
could get damaged from the UV rays, so a tinted
window needs to be installed as well as shades for
the afternoon,” Fuglie said.
Fuglie hasn’t started to book his own shows
because he was handed over exhibitions from the

center’s previous curator, Amy Grimm; he will begin his own
a year from now.
Fuglie also wants to show more work that represents what
it is like to live here on the Central Coast. He believes that,
since California is such a diverse place and full of different
cultures, a museum here in San Luis (Obispo would do ex
ceptionally well.
“When 1 was at Loyola 1 heard about a famous graphic
artist and illustrator, Jean-François Podevin,” he said. “He is
well known for his imaginary sketchbooks and has illustrated
for the likes of Scientific American. I would love to have him
come to the Art Center and show off his work. His style wasn’t
quite right for Loyola, but I really feel the people of the Cen
tral Coast (would) accept his work.”
Another personal goal for Fuglie is to bring some sculpture
to the center.
“1 think that sculpture is the orphan of the art world, and it
has been replaced with installation art,” he said.“I would love to
see more artists use wood and bronze and marble, but I under
stand how hard it is to be a sculpture artist these days.”
He plans on making a lasting difference to the Art (renter,
encouraging artists to show him their work and being able to
spread their talents.
As for Fuglie’s plans on creating any art of his own: “(')nly
when I retire will I pick up my paintbrush and start again, but
right now my time is devoted to the center and bringing more
culture to San Luis ("fbispo,” he said.
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Travel the world with
college students from all
over the country.
It's tun. It’s easy.
It's affordable.
It's time to travel.

Palm T h e a tre
The Diving Bell and Butterfly 4:15,6:45,
9:15
Ju n o 4:15, 7:00, 9:15
There Will Be Blood 4:45, 8:00

F rem on t T h e a tre
Cloverfield 3:00, 5:15, 7:30, 9:45
Ram bo 2:55, 5:15, 7:40, 10:05
How She Move 2:45, 5:05, 7:25, 9:55
Meet The Spartans 2:55, 5:20, 7:45,10:10

S u n se t D rive -In
Cloverfield 7:00
Sw eeney Todd 8:45

Prices are going up.
Book b', Jan uary 31. and

SAVE even more!
Save S I 50 on select
tours \A'hen^ . sign u|
by February 15!

Visit us at efcoiie 9 ebreak.com/fir 8t or can 800.766.2645
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Shannon Horen
M l STANCi D A I L Y

portion of New York choreographer David Robert
son’s piece, “Strange 1‘risoners,” a contemporary ballet
featured in Robert Altman’s film “The Company.”
Mtxin |a Minn Suhr, profes.sor emeritus in dance, will be
dimcting “The Black Swan” from Marius i'etipa’s historic
ballet “Swan Lake.” Suhr created OnrhesLs in 1%9; since dien
the pmgram has served as a way tor C'al Foly students to
create and pertbnn the art of dance on a campus
where the major is not
available.

F.xprcssiiig feelings and thoughts nonverbally can be
near impossible at times, but The Orchesis I )ance Com
pany plans to do just that when they open “Momen
tum,” their 3Hth tnnual concert at 8 p.m. Friday.
Featuring C"al Foly students, faculty, community
members and award-winning guests, the company will
bring to life a diverse and complex range of emotions
through various forms of dance.
“What’s really significant is that at C'al Foly we don’t
r ( i
have a dance major and all the students participating
come from all across the university to share their tal
ents,” dance program director Maria Junco s,iid.
1)ifrerent from past performances, this year’s show
will involve a majority of first- and second-year students
“ N o n -p ro fe s
and very few third-year members. In previous years the sional student performers
performances have included several experienced fourth- participating in profes
and fifth-year participants.
sional level
“The ‘Momentum’ theme is appropriate because work is very
that IS what we’re trying to accomplish,”Junco said.“We significant,”
want to gather up momentum as a relatively new com junco
said.
pany and gain strength with our new members.”
“These students
Including an assortment of dances ranging from are exploring sophisticated
sophisticated and modern to classic and contemporary, ideas and trying new things
with hip hop and tap dance in between, there will likely while experimenting and risk
be something to please everyone in attendance.
taking, and that makes me very
Though students primarily dance the pieces, many proud of them.”
are also involved in creating them. Francesca Lee, a
Ferformances are scheduled
communication studies junior in her second year with for 8 p.m. Friday and Saturday as
the company, serves not only as treasurer but as a cho well as Feb. 7 to 9 in the Spanreographer as well. Fler piece, which she created with os Theater. In addition, a 2 p.m.
journalism junior Krizia Torres, is titled “Driven by a matinee is scheduled for Sunday.
Force,” and focuses on intervals in motion.
Tickets are SIO for students and
“It’s a modern lyrical piece set to a song composed $13 for the public and can be
by my friend, so the music will match the movements purchased at the Ferforming
really well,” Lee said. “The concept is about time and Arts Ticket Office.
how we are constrained by it when it’s really just an
abstract concept that is contmlling us.
COURTESY PHOTOS
“There is a lot of variety in the pieces and the show
Cal Poly’s student dance
will be artistic but also very entertaining,” she added.
troupe Orchesis will
“We put a lot of time into our work and it’s great that
present “Momentum,”
our friends and the community can come and see our
a
concert of diverse
love and passion showcased.”
dance forms and a com
Another highlight of the show will be the dances
plex range of emotions,
created by guest choreographers from across the coun
this weekend and next
try. San Francisco-based ILobert Moses’ contemporary
piece “Lucifer’s France” will be performed as well as a
weekend.
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V7A — Bearded l.adies (B Music / Fimlcrs Keepers)

Straniie. progressive, haunling and dist|uieting out
sider folk miisie Irom around the world.
VVA — VVliafs Happening in Pernambuco
{Liiaka Bop)

Hey people, learn the
rules o f the road!
It’s great to see that C.al l^oly is finally getting with
the times. Really, the fact that I can eat on campus
without forcing freshmen to let me use their lMu$
dollars is really very exciting. But no matter how big
the Rec Cienter is, or how many Starbucks kiosks
pop up on campus, it is still impossible for anyone
to find a parking spot.
1 admit, 1 happily played the parking game for
two and a half years, but really, it’s a losing game.
If you don’t get frustrated by having to w'aste
gas circling the parking structure like a shark stalk
ing its prey, it may get on your nerves when you
fiillow someone to their car only to find that they
weren’t leaving at all (though it would have been
nice of them to ctimmunicate this with you a few
miles back). And don’t get me started on those driv
ers who ignore your “It’s mine!” blinker and swoop
your spot (ycMh, you better hide in your car, you
coward).
This is why 1 elected to park in a secretive offcampus location (if 1 told you. I’d have to kill you)
instead of buying an annual parking pass. I admit
that I no longer have to worry about tarrying in the
structure or the various other lots on campus. But
as it turns out, 1 have only succeeded in finding new
obstacles to keep me from getting to cla,ss on time.
One such pain is the fact that although pedes
trians are supposed to have the right-of-way (if I
dash, you brake), it seems that bikes and cars some
how manage to make getting to school like one
big game of Frogger. Since the majority of my oncampus transporting used to be from inside a car,
I suppose 1 am guilty of this hypocrisy as well be
cause when getting to class, pedestrians don’t have
the right-of-way, they’re just in the way. It doesn’t
matter if you are in a car or on foot, when you are
trying to get to class or to the parking structure, you
are the superior being. In a car, you claim superior
ity because you are surrounded by metal and armed
with a driver’s insurance. On foot, you are superior

because, well, campus code dictates that you are. But
still, there’s the driver/pedestrian stare-down. Eye
contact is the key to owning the road: Eedestrians
make eye contact, and drivers avoid it (they’ve lost
once they know that the person they’re about to
topple over is in their math class).
And then there are the bikers. Bikers seem to
have it best because they morph from pedestrian to
vehicle at will. They act like pedestrians when they
don’t feel like stopping at stop signs (which they can
be fined for), and they act like cars when they want
to use traffic lights with the big kids. I’ve found that
the best thing is to ignore them (sort of like how
you would ignore a 4()-year-old man at Downtown
Brewing Cio.).Just go about your business .is usual,
and hope they don’t bother you (the same goes for
pervy old men at bars).
I h.ive a message for you, bikers: If you want to
pretend you’re a car, that’s fine.just don’t cry when I
make a right turn into your bike when you decided
you were too good for the stop sign (seriously, stop
crying).
So while Associated Students Inc. and the pow
ers that be are making strides to improve campus
life, there is one thing their priority-stealing (blame
them the next time you can’t get any classes) little
hands can’t touch: crazed pedestrians, drivers and
bikers who all think that the road is their play
ground. And don’t get me started (don’t tith get me
started) on golf carts and skateboards.
I realize that now 1 may have an even harder
time getting to campus, what with cars and bikes
swerving to hit me with vengeance (but really, I
don’t think it could get any worse). I celebrate Cal
Poly’s progress (STARBUCKis!) but can’t let it get
off too easy. I still love you, Cal Poly, but I really hate
getting to and around campus.
Allison Baker is an Hnj^lislt senior, Muslanj^ Daily
columnist and pop-culture enthusiast.

New music IVom norihcastcrn Brazil with ruclimcnlary electronic instrumentation and tropicalia and
baile inlluences.
Xiu Xiu —‘ “Woman As I.overs” {Kill Bock Srars)

; If you haven't heard of Xiu Xiu by now, well, here's
I as good a CD to start with as any.
j

j Mahjongg — Kontpab (K Records)

j Dancy, dirty, tribal, rhythmic, synthesized and tradi
tional sex music.
Nemeth — Film {Thrill Jockey)

Combining years of installation art soundscapes and
movie scores for a mesmerizing auditory experience
in album form.

I
I

Paul (hiinhon ittui Brian Cia.<si(ly arc nnisic directors at
K ( d d i, San Lnis Ohispo, 9 1 .} ¡'M. 'Thcsc arc their
fai’oritc new alhnnis of the ircck.

S K Y D IV E TAFT
* Over 20 years experience
* Excellent safety record
‘ State of the art equipment
* Personalized video of your skydive
$90
‘ Open 7 days a week, year round, (weather permitting)
* Tandem and Accelerated Free Fall available
* BBQ. bunkhouse. camping &showers on site
6 6 1 -7 6 5 -JU W P
500 A irp o rt Road

Tandem discount rates for students,
birthdays, military, fire and police. $140.00

Taft, C A 93268

www.skydivetaft.com
C lo c k • W a lth e r • H & K
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• Ruger •
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Indoor Shooting Range

\fm»r m es^O f^ 'wiä ru n m tA f c ía s u fte J seettm i o f THfi
M u s ta n g I t a i f y an T fiu ru ia y , f e B t i t a r y 14.

■uli S e rv ic e
G unshop
•Gun Rentals $6 each
•Gun Sales (from just $25 over cost)
•Huge Selection of Ammunition
P e p p e r S p ra y a nd
•Certified Shooting Instruction
P e rso n a l P ro te c tio n
•Pepper Spray, Stun Gun, and
P ro d u c ts
Personal Protection Products
•Gun Accessories - Holsters and Gun Safes
•Sure Fire Flashlights
•Bench-made Knives
•5.11 Tactical Wear ____________________
for students with ID and this ad

SHOOT FOR FREE
with purchase of 2 boxes of ammo pei person
380 or above

Tank Farm Rd.

Revolver or pistol rental - 21 years of ago
Rifle or shotgun -18 years of age

Open: Mon-Fri 10:30am - 5;30pm
Sat. 11:00am - 4:00pm
rangemasters@ sbcglobal.net
www.range-master.com

|I49 Granada Drive, Suite A •San Luis Obispo •545-0322]

• W e a th e rtiy • R e m in g to n
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‘Cloverfield’ cast
chats about its
monster hit

www.mustangdaily.net

Cal Poly’s 13 th Annual
International C a re e r Conference
Saturday February 2nd, 2008
L o c a te d a t th e E m b a s s y S u ite s
3 3 3 M a d o n n a R oad, S L O

Check in starts at 9:00
S tu d e n ts : $ 5

Public: $ 1 0

Lu n ch will be provid ed!
For more inform ation contact:
Kelly Anne Cheung
icc.kellyannecheung@gmail.com
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COURTESY PHOTO

Actors Lizzie Caplan (center), T.J. Miller (second from right) and Mike Vogel (not pictured) discuss
their roles in the film “Cloverfield,” currendy playing at the Fremont Theatre and Sunset Drive-In.

Nick Maslow
THE M I A M I H L K R I C A N E (U. M I A M I )

In a movie theater near you, the cast of“Clovertield”
is being attacked by a hellish monster. But on a Friday
afternoon in New York, actors Lizzie Caplan,T.J. Miller
and Mike Vogel are goofing around during a conference
call with college media outlets.
“The sequel is a softcore pornographic film called
Loverfield,” joked Miller, who plays the role of the
comedic Hud.
Jokes and pornography aside, it might not be too
early for talk of a sequel. Indeed, “Cloverfield” raked in
more than $40 million in its first week out — a record
for a movie released during the Martin Luther King,Jr.
holiday weekend.
The formula for the film’s success? But a hot and
intriguing group of twenty-somethings in Manhat
tan while a hideous monster goes on a rampage and
sends the city into a stale of chaos, then capture it
on film from the perspective of a character’s cam
corder. In essence, it’s the “Real World” meets “Ju
rassic Bark” meets Sept. 11.
“ I think a lot of people will react negatively be
cause It does conjure up some disturbing images, but
It was never our intention to exploit what happened
on 9/11,” said Caplan, who plays Marlena. “I think
that people who make films, they need to be allowed
to explore these relevant social issues, like the fear
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S unday
1145 & 10:30 am
W ednesday
7:00 pm

that we all live in.”
Vogel said that experiencing such fear in a movie
theater is a beneficial and a cathartic experience for
audiences.
“I think that the draw to it is that people want to
experience danger,” he said. “And that’s why we go to
films; we kind of look at the different characters that are
there and say,‘I would react that way.’”
But for Caplan, envisioning how to react on camera
was entirely different than actually doing it.
“We had to do like upwards of 40 takes for every
scene and a lot of the scenes were running,” she said. “I
haven’t gone to the gym in like a year. I don’t know if I
was really ready for it.”
In order to balance the film with equal parts action
and comedy, director Matt Reeves gave the cast the op
portunity to improvise in several scenes.
“Bart of that was to make sure that it was as natural
istic as possible,” Miller said.“And part of it was because
that’s what they fucking pay me for. I’m the comedian
that they brought in to make this part funny and have
that aspect of the film be successful.”
And though the film has been successful, Caplan,
who co-starred in “Mean Curls” as Lindsay Lohan’s
gothic friend, hopes it achieves more.
“1 think ‘Mean Girls’ turned out to be the best pos
sible version of that high school movie (genre),” she said.
“And I’m hoping that this will be the best possible ver
sion of a monster movie.”

J a p a n e s e R e s ta u ra n t

Happy Hour S peciali
Alex and Faye Spanos Theatre at C J

H on - T hurs 3 - 5 pm

Japanese Beer &Hof Sake
$1 each

Friday
Saturday
Sunday

Feb I
Feb 2
Feb 3

8 pm
8pm
2pm

Thursday
Friday
Saturday

Feb 7
Feb 8
Feb 9

WITH ANY ORDER OF ENTREE

$10 Student $13 General
11560 Los Osos Valiey Rd
San Luis Obispo, Ca 93405
(805) 595*1500 sushiyarestaHrant.net

Sushi Bar & Teppan Grill

Tickets at PAC ticket office. Call 805-756-2787 for information

8 pm
8 pm
8 pm
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Girls & Sports

by Justin Borus and Andrew Feinstein
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ABSURD THAT UE
CANT fiET INTO HARRIS'
SUPER BOWL PARTT!

...NOT SO TO SOME ^
DANCE PARTY WITH HOT
filRLS DANCIN6: ON TABLES
THEY'RE
DANCINCi
ON TABLES?

WHO CARES?!
WE'RE REAL FANS.
WE WANT TO
WATCH THE
ACTUAL SAME.

m

Pop Culture Shock Therapy

V

BUT BECAUSE THE ^
TABLES ARE SMALL,
THEY'RE DANCINfi REALLY
C L^ E TOfiETHER y|

by Doug Bratton

WWW popculturecomics com C> Ooiig Bratton 2008
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Across
1 Ditsy
5 Oast
9 Lynyrd Skynyrd's
“Am I ___"
14 Oviedo stew
15 Nautilus captain
16 Allergic
explosion
17 Explanalion of
this puzzle’s
theme...
20 Single-reed
instrument
21 Isolated French
places
22 American or
Delta route
23 Schamhorst
admiral of W.W.
I
24 Adolescent
outbreak
25... including this

33 Niggling criticism
34 Rapper M C___
35 Enoch’s greatgreatgrandfather
36 Sticks turned
over a fire
38 More than naif
39 Anecdotal
collection
40 One may be
rolled
41 Macintosh
accessory
42 ... still more ...
47 “Sovereign"
48 Vessel for a
florist
49 Busyness
52 Alternative to a
Trac II
53 Appendage
56 ... and, finally,
the end of the
explanation
59 Rent again
60 Corleone
portrayer

Crossword

wwiw ld«-onlin«.com

Edited by Will Shortz

61 Aid in crime
62 Offensive
emanations
63 Ornamental
stone
64 Transmitter of
cold war news

Down
1 Discharges
2 An inventor’s
middle name
3 Flaunt, say, as
muscles
4 Tobacco smoke
component
5 On which an
arabesque is
performed
6 Varnished
surface,
sometimes'
7 Experts at CPR
8 Neither's partner
9 Lady from south
of the border
32 Director of the
10 Orangish tones
budget who
became U.S.
11 "Saint Joan"
vice president
playwright
12 Insignificant
ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
amount
13 Not just casually
interested
18 “Yowzer!"
19 You can see
them at marinas
23 Sinatra tune
“
Funny That
Way”
24 Access for a
collier
25 Inspirations
H I
26 Norse goddess
S
married to
w
Balder
27 Time to close a
bar. maybe
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152
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29

133
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37
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Complete the grid so that every row, column and 3x3 box
contains every digit from 1 to 9 inclusively.

19

32

30

31

3
1
1

138

3

7

8

140

39
42

49

No. 1220

SO

43

45

147

146
153

51

'■7

56

5 8

6

46

54

6

55
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159
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1
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Puz2le by Ptttr A. CoUint

28 T and “M" in I
M, Pei: Abbr
29 They chase flies
30 Hermann who
wrote
“Steppenwolf
31 Exit’s opposite
36 Shindig of sorts
37 Peel
38 Minute bit

41 Monument
Valley sights
43 Espoused of
Ahasuerus. in
the Bible
44 Fish orders
45 Tube watcher's
food holder
46 Language organ
49 Beginning for
metric
50 Utilized

51 Site of July 1944
fighting
52 Arrive___
agreement
53 Actress Jessica
54 Regrets
55 "Miracle" team of
1969
57 No lieutenant
yet: Abbr.
58 Cool___

For answers, call 1-900-285-5656, $1 49 a minute; or, with a
credit card, 1-800-814-5554
Annual subscriptions are available for the best of Sunday
crosswords from the last 50 years: 1-888-7-ACROSS.
Online subscriptions: Today's puzzle and more than 2,000
past puzzles, nytimes.com/crosswords ($39.95 a year).
Share tips: nytimes.com/puzzleforum. Crosswords for young
solvers: nytimes.com/learning/xwords.
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write a letter
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to edit letters for grammar profani
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He's like a

raccoon

— he

things!"

hides all

the shiny

Lee Barate

Sean Michetti

Yes, we need the Earth

No, it’s time to move on

Let m e preface this by saying that
this could be the m ost unnecessary
argument o f all tim e. O f course we
need the earth. N ot because it pro
vides all our food and water, but be
cause o f the intangibles, the purely
aesthetic things that humans just
couldn’t liye without.

Well it sure has been a nice re
lationship w e’ve had. Earth. You’ve
given m e a biosphere that sustains
life, and in turn, I recycle and drive
Lee Bardts
a Honda Elite 80 scooter. But I’ve
and
Sean Michetti
becom e disenchanted with our rela
tionship, Earth, and I believe I can do
m uch better. You see, I feel like I’m
suffocating with your incessant gravity and the predictabil
Have you ever been to New 'England in the fall? Gor ity o f your orbital speed just bores m e. Watching Mercury
geous. But enough about Tom Brady. The trees look pretty, zoom around at 47.87 k m /s is such a tease.
too. Those leaves can be yellow, red, even brown! If you
think humans can survive without brown'leaves, consider
Listen Earth, I’m not feeling special anymore. The fact
this story: A man was walking through Central Park alone you pay attention to m illions o f other species as well is
one night when he was m ugged. He was attacked from be insulting. I see the way you favor the quadrupeds. How am
hind and was kicked repeatedly in the ribs. But before the
I supposed to com pete against those physical freaks? Have
muggers could make their getaway, a brown leaf showed up
you seen “ Man vs. Beast,” Earth? It’s the Coliseum all over
' and kicked the muggers* asses. True story. We need the leaves
again, a real slaughterfest. But it’s always been about the
for protection.
body with yoii, hasn’t it Earth? I only wish you would ap
preciate m e for my sizeable neocortex. I am conscious o f
Sentimental value. Rem em ber all the good times? That
you. Earth!
one time I found $20 in my pocket? The Magna Carta? D i
nosaurs? Those were the days. But there were also the bad
I realized it was over between us once you started yet
times. Hitler. Stalin.The Yankees. My point is, all these things
have created a potpourri o f em otions in us all, and all these another geom agnetic reversal. You’ve reversed your orien
things happened on Earth. I don't think we could go live on tation tens o f thousands o f times; how can I be sure you’re
even attracted to me? If you’re not attracted to m e, then
the Moon and leave all these m em ories behind.
fine. But breaking down your m agnetic field and expos
“ Planet Earth,” the show on Discovery Channel. Have ing my fragile skin to excess UV rays is where I draw the
you ever smoked a bowl and watched “ Planet Earth” ? Pretty line. I ff wanted cancer, I would continue inhaling asbestos
am azing. Have you ever not smoked a bowl and watched recreationally, but I gave it up last New Year ... for you
it? Just as good. I don’t know about the actual content, hut Earth.
it’s a beautifully put-together show. Those camera angles,
I pushed all my chips in on this relationship. Earth, and
the British announcer, the soundtrack — breathtaking. It’s
true that the human race m ight be able to create som ething all you dealt me was a lousy pair o f deuces. So you can go
just as good about the next place we live, but “ Planet Mars” on bragging about your atm ospheric circulation, hut I’ve
com e out o f this experience realizing that it isn’t about
doesn’t really roll o ff the tongue.
•V
how big your ozone layer is, it’s who you shield with it that
So there you have it, the only three reasons you need really matters. And I’m feeling very exposed. I’ve always
the earth. I hope you’re now much more grateful for these known there was a third wheel in this relationship. Earth —
things, as they’re the only things that make this world worth I just figured it was the m oon. Now I see that it has been
living ini
me all along.

Lev liiirnfs is <i imrhiwical a ii’iiiceriii^ senior iw J Semi Miclieni is <i
¡onniiilisni senior. Hmats mni .Miclietti ore flie Mnstmn^ I') o ì I y 's linnior colnninists mni rmi he eontocted m rilsforl'otS'<n^nioil.ioni.
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D o American democratic ideals m esh w ith M iddle Eastern culture?
Aaron Gaudette

organizations would be allowed to continue.
The massive deficit that the Palestinian go\•V#:'m ^
a
^
■ ernment faced after the election sparked fears
that the new government might turn to Iran
lil
tor fm.mcial assistant e.
rills is the rock and the hard place th.it
American foreign policy has caught us be
tween. Uountries with unstable economies
."ar,ind radical political parties in power are
bound to turn to larger sympathetic neigh
bors such as Iran for assistance, and in doing
so Iran will have gained a new ally.
Cionversely, countries such as Egypt are
allied with America in that they also seek to
protect the state of Israel and fight extrem
ism. At the same time, however, the meth
odology of such governments can be argued
to be as bad as those used by the extremists
themselves. C'ountries such as tigypt simply
hav'e an established government to help jus
ASSOCIATED PRESS
tify their legitimacy.
U.S. President George W. Bush, left, shakes hands with Egyptian President Hosni Muba
We as Americans need to make a deci
rak, right, during their meeting on Jan. 16 in Sharm el-Sheikh, Egypt.
sion once and for all. and we really only
have tw'o choices to decide between. We ei
Mubarak’s government has long con ture, but the U.S. has stood by him and has ther need to decide to fight extremism on
ducted mass arrests of members of Mubarak’s yet to voice criticism condemning such ac all fronts, and in doing so accept alliances
main opposition party, the Muslim Brother tions, even though they are contrary to the with autocratic dictators for what they are
hood, whose existence is illegal under Egv’p- platform our State Department ntualistically and acknowledge them as such.
espouses.
tian law.
Or, we need to push for democracy in
Muslim Brotherhood members have thus
One cannot help but compare this situa the Middle East and be willing to accept
had to run as political independents and tion to that in Palestine, where the militant the results, even if those results call for the
have fared considerably w'ell, w inning tw enty group Hamas took control of the country’s destruction of the state of Israel — a state
percent of seats in the Egyptian Parliament legislature in early 200() and deposed the for whose existence is largely contingent on
in late 2on5 and rekindling the debate of mer ruling party, Fatah.
our intervention in the Middle East.
Hamas, considered a terrorist organization
w'hether or not the Brotherhood should re
It would be an awfully uncivil thing for
by the U.S., the European Union and Israel, America to do — creating a state only to
main illegal.
Mubarak’s rule under the state of emer features a charter calling for the destruction leave it to fend for itself— but it’s clear that
gency grants him wide powers tes arrest and of the state of Israel and the formation of an this global war on terror simply costs too
detain prisoners for virtually any or no reason Islamic state, although the party platform for much for one country to sustain by itself.
as well as the authority to freeze assets and the election did iu)t mirror the charter.
America needs to quit straddling the
In the wake of the terrorist organiza fence and ultimately decide where its pri
seize property, which have been the principal
means he has used to keep the Brotherhood tion’s election, most Western governments orities he.
announced that their countries would halt
a political non-factor.
Mubarak’s means of staying in power are all aid to the Palestinian Authority, although
Aitroti ('uuidcitc is <1 ioiinutlisiu senior ami a
highly suppressive and undemocratic in na humanitarian aid from non-governmental .\lnstivn’ Doily reporter.
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The ambivalent Aineriean stance toward
some iioveminents in tlte Middle East continned with President Bush's recent eiirlitday tour tlirough the region, wiiicli ended
with a final three-hour stop in Egypt.
The six-nation tour featured stops in
the United Arab Emirates, Saudi Arabia and
Egypt. Bush met with leaders of these coun
tries to push his final goal in terms of a for
eign policy legacy — peace between Israel
and Palestine by the time he leaves office in
January 20(l‘T
Bush met brieHy with Egyptian President
Hosni Mubarak, who signed on to Bush’s
goal.
Afterward, the two gave statements in
which Bush heaped praise on Mubarak for
his government's support in the region, say
ing, “ 1 appreciate the example your country
is setting.”
However, these cominents contradict a
speech Bush gave earlier in the United Arab
Emirates, in w'hich he said,“You cannot build
trust when you hold an election where op
position candidates find themselves harassed
or in prison.”
Although they did not say so directly, the
comments alluded to the iinprisoninent of
Mubarak’s iiiaiii political opponent in the
2<K)5 Egyptian presidential election, Aynian
Nour, on trumped-up charges of forging
,
*
powers ot attorney.
While the differing views expressed in
Bush’s comments seem contradictory, they
are in fact indicative of an irresolute Ameri
can policy concerning how to push for de
mocracy in the Middle East while at the
same time fight extremist groups.
('onsider this: Hosni Mubarak has been in
power since IPSl and has ruled Eg>pt with
emergency powers for the entire duration of
his presidency.
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Johnny

Filip

continued from page 76

continuedfrom page 16

just wouldn't bo tho same it' you didn’t
invite your one triend who doesn’t even
like sports. He eouldn’t tell Tom llrady
from Wayne Brady, and could tiltimately
care less about the game. 1le’s that idiot in
all the l.SPNews commercials. I he Super
Bowl and the Summer CMympics gym
nastics finals register on the same level tor
this guy. Ills sports knowledge is lacking
to say the least. Sample conversation;
"Man, havre looks good — who would
lia\e thought Favre had one more Super
Bowl in him?”
“ Bro, I avre lost last week!”
l.ast hut not least, you have the de
generate gambler. This one is easv to spot
— he's the individual who is a nervous
wreck the entire game. He just wagered
what he h.id left in his hank account
(what was supposed to go toward her Val
entine's 1)ay gift). I le put it all on a crazy
hunch known as the (íiants (+12).This is
the same guy who wcuild put money on
the local YMC'A game if the line seemed
generous.
tauling on this iu)te, let's all root for
the Chants to iu)t lose by any more than
I 2 points.
Is it ohviotis which category this writer
falls under?
lolm MidiUcIctWlf is an agribusiness senior ami
a Mustang Daily sports eolnninist.
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ready warranted attention for her commitment, performance and
assertion on the court.
She received accolades for her contribution at last season’s Ihg
West Cdiampionship and for wins over Pepperdine and No. I seed
UC? Irvine.
"(The liig West C?hampionship last year) was probably the high
light for Diane as well as for our yotmg team,” Bream said.“ Against
UC! Irvine last year we were tied 3-3 when she played some great
tennis and got us the best win of the season. It was a real thrill for
her and a real thrill for us.”
Playing U(! Irvine was memorable for Filip as well.
“That was a clinching match; 1 was the last match otit there,”
she said. “To win that and get into the Big West C!onference was a
huge moment for me, and to see the whole team get there was a
new experience. I’ve won in national tournaments, hut it was a dif
ferent feeling than the college experience. Being a part of that was

Tennis
continuedfiom page 16
mu Monson 3-(>, 6-2. 6-1, but the Utes came
back once more with Walsh topping Whitney
Peterson 6-4, 6-0.
Bre.im stated that Peterson played the en
tirety of the match after suffering a hamstring
injury in the first set, and was unable tb pl.iy
against No. 57 Oregon on Sunday.
C?al Poly finished the day with Filip tri
umphing over Maughan 6-1,6-1, and Markhoff handing Karine Bourdages a 4-6, 6-2,
6-0 loss.

something I’ll never forget.”
Assistant coach Paige Esparza, alongside Bream, has been work
ing with Filip since she joined the team.
“She finished up last year very strong,” Esparza said. “She’s im
proving as a player. She’s a great kid, hard worker, does well with
her teammates, is very encouraging, and overall a team player.”
Both coaches agree on her most valuable asset.
"H er biggest strength is her competitive tire,” Esparza says. “She
digs in and competes strongly in every match.”
Bream added, “ Her greatest strength is her competitive spirit.
Shot-wise, her backhand is an excellent shot and she’s improved her
serve into a real weapon.”
Filip’s objective this season is the same as it is for her team — to
improve.
“ Individually, I don’t have a set goal, other than to come out
every day and practice, being the best that I can be in tennis and
in school,” Filip says. “As a team we’re No. (68) but 1 definitely
think we can be in the top 40. People think it’s an individual sport,
which it typically is, but m college tennis you’re not just out there
for vourself.”

The Mustangs succeeded twice in doubles
play against Oregon.
Blalock and Wong ac(.|uired their second
win of the weekend with an 8-5 victory over
the 1)ucks’ Ana Cecilia Olivos and C!eline
Roily. Markhoff and Br.uly were victorious
against Siobhan (]avan and Anna Powaska,
8-5.
Fhe 1)ucks’C!armen Seremeta and Stepha
nie McFarlane managed to secure an 8-5 win
over Filip and Malec.
In singles action, C!al Poly fell in four out
of six matches. Roily defeated Blalock 6-1,
1-6, 6-3, while Seremeta won narrowly over
Wong, 7-5, 6-7, 7-6.

Powaska overcame Brady 6-2, 6-1, and
McFarlane overtook Malec 6-0, 6-0.
Later, Filip overwhelmed Ciavan 6-2, 6-0,
and Markhoff outdid Mimi Songsermsawas
6-1,6-2.
The Mustangs now await their first Big
West C!onference match of the season at No.
36 UC! Irvine on Feb. 0. They will visit C!al
State Fullerton on Feb. 10.
“(We’re working on) staying focused in
the close matches.” Bream said, “and playing
the big points well, staying positive with our
emotions, and playing each match how we
want to pl.iy it and not getting caught up in
the moment — and overall, executing well.”
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Help improve local and regional transit
services and bikeways in San Luis Obispo County.

TAKE PAirr...6iri Involved
Public Hearing
Wednesday | February 6th, 2008 | 8:30 am
SLO County Board of Supervisors' Chambers
1055 Monterey Street, San Luis Obispo
All requests must be submitted by February 13,2008.
San Luis Obispo Council of Governments
Attn; Tim Gillham
1150 Osos Street, Suite 202
San Luis Obispo, CA 93401

Unmet_needs@slo(og.org
Phone: 805.781.1520
Fox; 805.781.5703
www.slocog.org

Travel more.
Spend less

• StudentUniverse.com

Northeast Pennsylvania. If you love children and want a caring, fun environnnent,
we need Counselors and Instructors for our summer camp.
W e will be on the Cal Poly campus February 18th to conduct interviews.
Call I - 2 15-944-3069 or apply at www.campwaynegirls.com

Select The Camp That Selects The Best Staff!
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Sports

Former Cal Poly signal caller named
San Francisco 49ers quarterbacks coach
ASStKlIATEl) PRESS

SANTA CLARA, Calif. — The
San Francisco 49ers madeTedTollner
their quarterbacks coach Wednesday,
promoting the veteran assistant who
gave a boost to the club’s struggling
otfense late last year.
His new title also includes a des
ignation as “assistant to the head
coach,” Mike Nolan.
Tollner, who w'as an all-confer
ence selection while starting for two
seasons at quarterback for Cal Poly,
was inducted into the Cal Poly Ath
letics Hall of Fame in 1989.
One of 26 survivors of the foot
ball team’s Oct. 29, 1960 plane crash
in Toledo, Ohio that killed 22 people,
Tollner went on to earn his bach
elor’s degree in physical education
from Cal Poly in 1962 before also
acquiring his master’s degree.
The 67-year-old Tollner began
his coaching career at Woodside
High in San Francisco in 1963. He
then moved on to the college ranks,
working in assistant-and- head
coach capacities at San Mateo Col
lege (1968-72), San Diego State
(1973-80), Brigham Young (1981)
and u se : (1982-86).
In his last college stop, Tollner
head-coached the Trojans to a Pac10 title and three bowl berths; his
1984, lOth-ranked squad upset No.
5 Ohio State 20-17 in the Rose
Bowl.
Upon moving on to the profes
sional ranks, the Cal Poly alumnus
served as the Buffalo Bills’ wide
receivers coach (from 1987-88),

the San Diego Chargers’ offensive
coordinator (1989-91) and the Los
Angeles Rams’ quarterbacks coach
(1992-93).
After returning to San Diego
State as a head coach from 1994 to
2001,Tollner went back to the NFL
as a quarterbacks coach and offensive
coordinator for the 49ers (2002-04)
before following former 49ers head
coach Steve Mariucci to the Detroit
Lions as a tight ends coach and of
fensive coordinator in 2005.
He was hired as an offensive assis
tant by Nolan on Nov. 20,2007.
San Francisco also hired Wednes
day Adam Case as an offensive assis
tant. Case spent the last five seasons
on the 1)etroit staff.

Warriors

and converted an off-balance
layup.
New Orleans, boosted during
its previous nine victories by strong
play from its bench, had to shorten
its rotation with Peterson and fel
low guard Bobby Jackson (right
hamstring) missing the game.
Paul played all but the final
half-minute of the second quarter
and kept the Hornets close with
23 first-half points.
Golden State hit six 3-pointers
in the first half, with Davis mak
ing the last at the second-quarter
buzzer to give the Warriors a 5854 halftime lead.
Davis, who has not played in
New Orleans since being traded
to Golden State during the 2(M)405 season, said he e.xpected to
be booed by the New Orleans
crowd. He was nearly every' time
he touched the ball.

continued from page 16

Al Harrington scored 13 points
for the Warriors. He and Jackson
each hit three 3-pointers.
New Orleans, which raced to
the top of the Western C:onference on the strength of its defense,
couldn’t do much to stop a War
riors team that settled for jump
shots and made most of them.
Through three quarters. Gold
en State had 11 3-pointers and
had scored only 34 of its 90 points
inside.Good shooting and swarm
ing defense gave Golden State the
edge in the first half as well.
The Warriors shot 52 percent
thmugh the opening two quar
ters and led by as much as eight
in the first quarter when Ellis spun
through the lane on the dribble

Tollner rejoined the 49ers’ staff
in late November for their final six
games. He was an assistant to rookie
offensive coordinator Jim Hostler,
who was replaced by Mike Martz
earlier this month after San Francis
co finished with the league’s worst
offense.
Tollner and Martz will be in
charge of fixing the offense that
finished last in the NFL last season
in points (219), total yards (3,797),
yards passing (2,320), offensive
touchdowns (23), first downs (218),
sacks allowed (55) and third-down
conversions (31.4 percent). Quarter
backs Alex Smith and Shaun Hill are
expected to compete for the starting
job.
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CLASSIFIEDS
HELP WANTED

HELP WANTED

HELP WANTED

ANNOUNCEMENTS

LOST AND FOUND

CONSTRUCTION
ESTIMATOR ASSIST.
General Engineering firm
in Santa Maria is seeking
a student P/ T for assist, in
bidding, eonstruction law,
interpreting plans & specs,
take offs, sub bids,
scheduling. Flexible hours
elevation 1479@aol.com
_______922-4366

Video Editor Ever cut your
own movie? Admissions
Office is looking for a video
editor to support the
development of multimedia
marketing tools. Work on
shoots of alumni, students,
and faculty. Edit footage for
marketing campaigns with
yearly audiences of 90K+
people. Experience in Adobe
Premiere/ AfterEffects or
similar software is preferred.
Will train if motivation level
is high. Email ecoms@calpoly.edu for an interview or
questions.

MODELS WANTED Stop
by Thomas Everett Salon
& Tom Mel Beauty Center
Wednesday's from 2-7 for
training nights. $25 haircuts
and $45 colors!! 543-9615

LOST Monthly Planner Reward - black /ippered
planner w/ address book losti
on campus Dec 2(K)7 finals.
$I(K) reward. (775) 287-4896j

Place your ad today! Visit
our website or call (805)
756-1143

Place your Valentine's
shoutout today! Look for our
display ad in the paper - $2

AmeriCorps 2(K)8
Recruitment
http://studentlife.calpoly.edu
csv/ACorps.asp'dept=csv
AmeriCorps - Attention
Cal Poly students! Want a
job that makes a difference?
The Central Coast Volunteer
Corps is recruiting for 2008
(Jan-Dee). It's your world,
and your chance to make it
better. C e v e members serve
at a variety of non-prolit
agencies throughout SLO
County. Full & Part-time
positions available. Members
receive a living allowance
and an excellent stipend.
Interested? Contact Amber:
756-5338 or
atiemey@calpoly.edu.

ALGEBRA 2 TUTOR for
Cuesta student in SLO.
Twice a week (prefer Tues
& Thurs). Hrs flexible. Exp.
helpful. Pay DOE 544-4389
Mustang Daily Classifieds
Online and in print!
wvvw.mustangdaily.net/
classifieds

HOUSING
Free List of all Houses and
Condos For Sale in SLO.
Call Nelson Real Estate
546-1990 OR email steveC«r
slohomes.com
STUDIO APT Close to
campus. Large yard.
$795mth. (559) 434-4254

ANNOUNCEMENTS

LOST Purse left at Campus
Market. Please call Janelle al
(805)234-3830
LOST Eat gray cat Heron
Hall/Stadium area. Edie CP
Cat Program 441-5293
LOST BMW car keys. Park
City key chain, 49er's key.
Contact Matt Goyne at
510-685-2488.
FOUND Black women's
gloves in Ag Bldg 10.
Contact Oliver
(805) 215-6234

SPORTS

m u s ta n g d a ily .n e t
Thursday, January 3 1,2(X)8

SPORTS e d i t o r : Donovan Aird
ASST. SPORTS e d i t o r : Rachel Gellinan
inustingdailysports@ginail.coin

M U S T A N G DAILY

R’om the other side of the pond
Danish tennis player makes her
presence felt on court
A gnus-D ei Farrant
MUSTANC DAILY

Merely knowing
person who moved to
a foreign country on
her own to pursue
passionate endeav
ors is awe-inspiring
enough.
Add on to that
the fact that she
itv-e/...
merited
na
tional champi
onships in her
home country
by the age of
13, hadn’t yet
graduated high
school when
she
moved
to America,
aspires
to
become
a fMi
p ro fessio n al
athlete, works
to attain a Cal
Poly degree
and is only
21, and Diane
Filip may make
you just feel lazy.
Filip, a sopho
more on the Cal
Poly women’s ten
nis team, was born in

Romania as the only child of athletically in
clined parents. Her father played soccer but
was forced to choose between the sport and
education, while her mother ran track and
competed in hurdles.
“There weren’t opportunities like there
are today and 1 feel lucky,’’ Filip says.
She grew up in Denmark ’arid has traveled
across Europe for tournaments and practices.
“1 started hitting a tennis ball when 1 was
7-and-a-half,’’ she said. “At the time I tried
out a lot of other sports but 1 just kind of
went with tennis. I was told I had talent. It
started getting serious around age 9 — that’s
when 1 started travel
ing an hour each way
to Aarhus (in Den
mark) for practice
four times a week,
and that was for four
years.”

attempt, so she decided to finish high school.
During her tennis career in Denmark, Filip
was No. 1 in singles, won regional and nation
al championships, excelled in doubles, trav
eled to numerous European championships,
had a junior international ranking o f 310 and
had a 2005 Women’s Tennis Association rank
ing of 1198.
Cal Poly head coach
Hugh Bream found out 7*2
about Filip through sports Cal Poly tennis
colleagues on the East player Diane
Coast and recruited her Filip’s seasonthrough e-mail. In the fall opening record
o f 2006 she became a Mus- 9S a member of
tang.
fhe 68th-ranked
“She’s been
great,” Mustangs
Bream says. “She’s done a
lot of traveling as a junior 310
(competitor). She’s self- Filip's junior
reliant, self-motivated, ma- international
turing as a tennis player and ranking during
finding out what it takes to her tennis
be pro.”
career in DenNot only did the busi- mark, where she
ness administration major
regional
come to Cal Poly for its
national
tennis program, but also championships
because of its environ
ment.
“ I’d always wanted to go to the (United)
States and live in a sunny place so 1 was look
ing at Texas, California and Florida,” she said.
“1 came here without even having been to
the campus. I feel lucky; 1 really like it here.
School’s going great so I really can’t ask for
more.”
In her short time at Cal Poly, Filip has al-

S h e
laughed,

addi ng,
-

“My dad
was
in
the car a
lot.”

Fi l i p

p

joined the
Danish
na
tional team for a
year during high school.
In 2003, she moved to New Braun
fels,Te.xas to attend the John Newcombe Tennis Academy. In 2005
she attempted to turn professional
by playing in international tourna
ments. Various injuries delayed her

see Filip, page 14
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edged on backto-back days
Fellow top-70 opponents give Cal
Poly third and fourth straight losses
Agnus-Dei Farrant
MUSTAND DAILY

The C'al Poly women’s tennis team endured
an arduous past weekend — the Mustangs were
defeated 4-3 by both Utah and Oregon.
“Both were good matches against competi
tive teams,” Cal Poly head coach Hugh Bream
said.“These are teams that will be in the NCAA
Tournament. We learned a lot in each match
and about close matches on the road against top,
quality teams.”
On Saturday, the C'al Poly doubles tandem
of Brittany Blalock and Steffi Wong defeated
the No. 67 Utes’ Elizabeth Ferris and Emily
Kwok 8-6. It was the only doubles match the
Mustangs won that day. Utah’s Leigh Walsb and
Evgenia Kryuchkova defeated Shannon Brady
and Amy Markhoff 8-4. Andrea Maughan and
Erin Monson also recorded a victory on behalf
of the Utes, defeating Maria Malec and Diane
Fihp 8-3.
“It was difficult in doubles,” Bream said. “If
we had started a little quicker, we would’ve tak
en the doubles point.”
Wins were traded in singles as 68th-ranked
Cal Poly fell and served defeat three times each.
Ferris edged Blalock 6-3, 7-6, and Kryuch
kova defeated Wong 6-1,6-4.
The Mustangs returned with Brady defeatsee Tennis, page 14
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(kilden State Warriors forward Matt Barnes (left) struggles for the ball with New Orleans Hor
nets forward David West in New Orleans on Wednesday night. The Warriors won 116-103.

Warriors snap Jtiornets
three-week winning streak
Brett Martel
a.s ,sl k :ia t e d p r e s .s

NEW ORLEANS — Stephen Jackson
scored 26 points, and the Crolden State Warriors
beat New Oleans 116-103 Wednesday night to
snap the Hornets’ nine-game winning streak.
Former Hornets star Baron Davis hit five
3-pointers and finished with 23 points and nine
a.s,sists for the Warriors, who shot 52 percent and
made 13 3-pointers.
Chris Paul had 28 points and 12 assists for
New C'lrleans (32-13), which lost for only the
third time in 20 games. David West had 24 points
and 13 rebounds.
Golden State’s lead was only 92-88 early in
the fourth quarter. Then Monta Ellis’ driving
layup ignited an 11-2 run that included Davis’

3-pointer
3-pointerand
andgave
gaveCiolden
GoldenState
Statea a103-90
103-90lealead
with 6:21 to go.
New Orleans lost its shooting touch as the
game wound down and Davis buried his final
3-pointer to send the crowd toward the exits.
Ellis finished with 16 points. Matt Barnes
scored 17 for Golden State and Andris Biedrins
14.
Four New Orleans players finished with dou
ble-doubles, but the Hornets, who were missing
starting shooting guard Morris Peterson because
of a virus, got only nine points from their re
serves.
Peja Stojakovic had 20 points and 10 re
bounds for New Orleans, while Tyson Chandler
had 11 points and 14 rebounds.
see Warriors, page 15

Johnny in
the Box
COMME NTARY

Super
som eb od ies
John Middlekauff
ON SUPER BOWL PARTIES

The Super Bowl is right around
the corner.This is easily most men’s
favorite day of the year.
If you’re a real fan, you’ve had
this day marked on the calendar
for months. No football fan would
have envisioned this match-up, but
that’s what always seems to make
the Super Bowl so intriguing.
Tom Brady and Peyton Man
ning in the Super Bowl? That’s
impossible because Peyton plays in
the AFC, too. The only catch here
is that the Manning playing in this
game isn’t the Colts’ Manning —
it’s his little brother Eli.
It’s the team that’s 18-0 and play
ing for perfection against the team
that everyone wrote off weeks ago.
The dynamics behind this game
are enough to make a sports writer
pretty happy.
But the reality is it’s not about
the game anymore — it’s all about
the party. (As if Cal Poly students,
or Americans in general, need an
excuse to party.)
The Super Bowl party has
evolved into one of the most popu
lar events in this country.
Let’s take a little look at the
types of people who will attend
these parties:
First, you have the guy who
throws the party. We all know this
guy. He has to be the life of the par
ty, so he throws the party. He can
be seen talking with everyone, and
spends hours setting up the decora
tions. This is the type of guy who
doesn’t understand why his parents
don’t understand, or why being
a professional party-planner for a
living is not a legitimate profes
sion. Let’s all thank God that this
individual is alive, because without
him our lives wouldn’t be the same.
Without him, many of us would
never vacate the couch.
Secondly, we have the guy who
never turns down free alcohol. He
tries to blend in and act like he
brings something to the party. He’ll
be the one drunk by halftime. We
all know this guy — watch out for
him this weekend or you’ll be fi
nancing his good time. This guy is
an unavoidable addition to the par
ty. Embrace him. because he will be
there in full force.
Next, we have the guy who al
ways shows up to the party dressed
in his team’s gear. The one problem
is his team isn’t playing in the game.
This is usually the random guy
from Arizona wearing retro Car
dinals gear. This down-and-out fan
never shuts up about how his team
will win it all one day. He rambles
about how Brady really isn’t that
good, and how only three Giants
would even start on the Cardinals.
This guy gets old fast.
O f course, a Super Bowl party
see Johnny, page 14

